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Here, you’ll find several ways to incorporate What Happened Was: into
your creative writing class or poetry workshop.

Class Visit
If you’re teaching What Happened Was:, Anna Leahy will waive her fee
for a virtual visit tailored to your class, schedule permitting. To arrange a
class visit, contact her at annaleahy@gmail.com.

Lesson #1: Invented Forms
The title series of What Happened Was: consists of ten poems. Each uses
seven repetitions of “what happened was.” Each repetition generates a
stanza using an indented margin. The poems lack most punctuation.
Questions for discussion:
• Why seven repetitions? Deadly sins, lucky number, prime number?
How many repetitions is enough but not too much?
• How does the visual layout contribute to the reading experience?
• Without much punctuation, how do line breaks control the syntax and
pace of the poem?

• How does the title series begin and end? How does the order of the
poems in the series contribute to the effect of the book as a whole?
To look more broadly at invented forms, see Jericho Brown’s duplex
poems that rebel against the sonnet or Terrence Hayes’s golden shovel
form inspired by Gwendolyn Brooks.
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Prompt: Write a poem in the form of the “What Happened Was:”
series, or invent your own form involving at least three distinct
constraints. While working in a fixed form, remain open to surprises in
thought and language.

Lesson #2: Response Poems
Read “This Is Just To Say” alongside William Carlos Williams’s “This Is
Just To Say” and “To a Poor Old Woman” (both available at poets.org).
Note the content—the plums, the people—and the form of each poem.
Also, read “If Walls Could Talk” with Robert Frost’s “Mending Wall.”
Questions for discussion:
• What is the role of imitation, literary allusion, or pastiche in Leahy’s
“This Is Just To Say”?
• Who’s speaking and who’s listening in Leahy’s and Williams’s poems?
• How do line breaks slice through sentences to create layers of
meaning differently in each of the three poems?
Prompt: Pick a famous poem that you admire but that is not like your
own writing. Compose a response that either references a line or two,
talks back to the famous poem, or is a parody of the famous poem or its
style. Add an epigraph to highlight the intertextual experiment.

Lesson #3: Historical Facts
“A Thousand Suns” and “Chain Reaction” refer to U.S. nuclear history,
including photographs of nuclear tests. “If Walls Could Talk”
reverberates with the fall of the Berlin Wall. “What Happened Was:
cause & effect” quotes legal definitions of rape and harassment as well
as testimony by Christine Blasey Ford and Anita Hill.
Questions for discussion:
• Why incorporate historical fact or documentation into a poem?
• Which images stand out most in “A Thousand Suns” and “If Walls
Could Talk”? What images from the news have stuck with you?
• Why use actual quotes in “What Happened Was: cause & effect”?
Accuracy, accountability, voice and tone?
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Prompt: Choose a historical photograph and the news story it
represents—the whole class might use the same one. Write a poem that
includes at least three sensory images, two reported facts, and one quote
that someone actually said. Then, add a title that doesn’t name the topic
and an epigraph acknowledging the instigating photo and news story.

